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Wellington Farms is the central section of the broader Wellington neighborhood, an 

island of upland and residential development surrounded by former marsh land later 
dedicated to industrial and extensive retail purposes.  Formerly part of Charlestown, Malden, 
and Everett, the area was farmland through the 17th, 18th, and early 19th centuries and had 
few buildings or other landscape features beyond its fields and meadows. The Blanchard and 
Bradbury families lived here during the colonial period, operating a large farm, including 
apparently three dwellings, other outbuildings, and an array of fields representing different 
levels of improvement. They were succeeded by the Wellington brothers, who acquired the 
land in 1819 and gave the area its enduring name. In 1855, residential development was 
planned for the area, in a very large subdivision that covered most of Wellington Farms.  But 
development there was slow, despite the construction of railroad lines (1845 and 1847) and 
a depot, and at the close of the 19th century, fewer than a hundred residences had been 
constructed here.  Perhaps in part because of this, the area was soon crossed by parkways of 
the regional park system established in the 1890s, followed by the opening of a streetcar line 
on the Fellsway in about 1908. Then, like elsewhere in Medford, the 1910s and 20s brought 
an explosion of development, including long blocks of two-family houses, filling in most of the 
long-open parcels.  Some of the area planned for residences, especially at the edges near the 
marshland and the railroad, was later developed for light industry and shopping centers. A 
handful of streets and empty lots saw postwar construction and a group of neighborhood 
landmarks were lost, but the neighborhood’s built environment was otherwise stable. Today, 
heavily used multi-lane roadways and railroad rights-of-way surround much of Wellington 
Farms.  These patterns of development and use have created one of Medford’s most clearly 
defined neighborhoods, easily identified within the larger landscape of the city. 
 
 It was perhaps this isolation that meant the neighborhood had not received 
significant attention in the research efforts sponsored by the Medford Historical Commission 
until it was selected for survey in 2018/19.  With funding from a Massachusetts Historical 
Commission Survey & Planning Grant, a comprehensive inventory was prepared for the core 
of the Wellington neighborhood, focusing on this primarily residential zone called Wellington 
Farms.  Further details about individual properties and areas and their histories can be found 
on the MHC forms prepared for this project; a description of the project methodology and a 
bibliography can be found in the project’s Summary Report. There is more work ahead to fully 
track the investment and development process for this subdivision, to research properties 
and areas that surround it, and to record some outstanding individual properties and areas.  
But many aspects of this important historic landscape have been examined, and this report 
presents a synthesis of that work, attempting to describe the distinct character of Wellington 
Farms and the historic processes that created it. 
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Medford’s earliest history is complex, as it was not initially incorporated as a town, 
but rather operated as a ‘peculiar,’ assembled from grants to individuals.  The majority of the 
area to the north of the Mystic River had been a large grant to colony-investor Mathew 
Craddock, while to the south was Governor John Winthrop’s Ten Hills Farm.  And the section 
we now call Wellington Farms is no exception, further complicated by multiple boundary 
changes with its neighbors to the east. This eastern section of what would become Medford 
was granted to two other prominent men, Rev. John Wilson (ca. 1588-1667), first pastor of 
Boston’s First Church, and Increase Nowell (ca. 1603-1655), member of the Court of Assistants 
and ruling elder of the church and selectman of Charlestown.1 Each received 200 acres in the 
early 1630s, Wilson’s in this vicinity and Nowell’s to the south. That land was originally part of 
the inland section of Charlestown and of Malden until over the 18th and 19th century new 
towns were created and sections of them were incrementally annexed to Medford. 

 
Wilson did not hold the land for long, selling it to Thomas Blanchard of Braintree, 

February 12, 1650, for two hundred pounds, and the area was sometimes known as Wilson’s 
Point or Blanchard’s Point.  At the death of Blanchard, according to Eliza Gill, the farm was 
divided between two of his sons, and “the house built by George Blanchard in 1657 is still 
standing [1906], at present, owned by Mrs. Evelyn L., wife of Arthur W. Wellington.”  The 
gambrel-roofed saltbox house that stood on Bradbury, the Blanchard House (MDF.102) has 
long been thought to be that building.  It was demolished shortly after 1968, so it has not been 
possible to test this theory.  Another house was said to be located on the property, but its 
location or character was not specified and apparently it did not survive the 18th century.  The 
later ownership of the property was not specified, but in 1756 Samuel Blanchard and Samuel 
Blanchard Jr sold two sections of this property, the former selling 45 acres and half a 

 

John H Hooper “Map of Medford showing territory annexed to and set off therefrom, together with ancient roads and 
landmarks,” from the Proceedings of the Two-hundred-and-seventy-fifth Anniversary of . . . Medford (1906), showing the changing 
eastern boundary of Medford and identifying early grants of land in the area that became Wellington Farms. 
 
 

 
1 Charles Anderson, The Great Migration Begins, vol. 2 G-O, pp. 1342-1346, and vol. 3 P-W, pp. 2010-2015.  Nowell’s land 
was sold by his wife Parnell Nowell to Peter Tufts (1617-1700); Tufts also purchased part of Craddock’s land and his son 
Peter’s (1648-1721) house survives at 350 Riverside Avenue (MDF.27, NR IND 1968) and was recently dendro-dated as 
1683.   See also Claire Dempsey, “The Peter Tufts House,” in Starbuck ed., Seventeenth Century Historical Archaeology in 
Cambridge, Medford, and Dorchester (Boston University, 1980), pp. 131-159. 
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Blanchard House, historic image photographed by HABS 9 Med 7. 
 
dwelling and barn, the latter selling about 46 acres and a dwelling house. The next owner of 
this land, Jabez Bradbury, of St George’s River, York County (now Maine), also purchased 
adjacent land in Malden from Hugh Floyd.  Totaling 94 acres of upland, marsh, woodland, and 
pasture, this brought Jabez’s total to 184 acres.2   

 
In 1773 Jabez Bradbury conveyed “my two farms lying in Malden, containing about 

one hundred and eighty acres” to his nephews Jonathan and Wymond Bradbury and to 
Samuel Greenleaf, who was married to their sister Anna Bradbury, “for love and affection and 
two hundred pounds.” Again according to Gill, the farm was then occupied by “retired sea 
captain” Wymond Bradbury (1737-1810), a native of Newburyport;  in 1765 he had married 
Judith Moody of Newburyport (1744-1818) and together they had nine children.  After his 
death in 1800, the property was inventoried twice, his personal estate, according to the first 
inventory, totaled $1,977.05, his real estate $5,866.67.  Described as 184 acres lying part in 
Medford and part in Malden, Bradbury held two-thirds and the other third was held by Sarah 
Greenleaf, single woman, through her guardian William Parsons.  The farm included English 
mowing, tillage, salt marsh & woodland, a dwelling house, two barns, and other outbuildings, 
and the inventory also enumerated furniture, cattle, horses, swine, hay, wearing apparel, 
tools and notes with interest.  Gill noted that under his cultivation the farm was known for its 
asparagus beds.  He left $40 to each of his [surviving] five children and the rest of his property 
to his wife during her widowhood.3  After Judith’s death in 1818, the property was sold by the 
Bradbury heirs.  Deeds bear out that the grantors included Charles Bradbury of Charlestown, 
brick maker, Ebenezer Simonds of Lexington, yeoman, and his wife Anna, William Bradbury of 
Medford, cooper, and Mary Bradbury of Medford, single woman. The property was described 

 
2 A detailed history of the property and its owners can be found in Eliza M. Gill, “The Bradburys of Medford and Their 
Ancestry” The Medford Historical Register, Vol. IX (The Society, July 1906) pp. 49-64, quotes form p. 55;  this account 
provides a chain of ownership, obviously derived from deeds, although references were not included with the published 
article.  Gill does not account to the other halves of these buildings and does not specify whether Floyd’s land had also 
been part of Wilson’s.  See also Wayne Blanchard, From the Great Migration to the Greatest Generation (2013 self 
published); Find-a-grave.com.  
3 Gill pp. 56-62 and Middlesex Registry of Probate: Wymond Bradbury, Docket #2436, 1810. 
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as “a certain farm lying and being situated partly in the town of Medford…and…Malden…and 
known by the name of the Bradbury Farm at the easterly part of the town of Medford 
containing about one hundred and eighty three acres…consisting of mowing, tillage, marsh 
land, pasturing and woodland with a dwelling house, two barns and other out buildings 
standing thereon…” as described in the inventory.4   

 

Hales Map of the Boston area, 1833, detail showing the vicinity of Wellington.  The small square near the center of the image, 
below the M of Malden, may be the Bradbury-Blanchard-Wellington property, then still in Malden. 

 
The purchasers of the farm were James Wellington (1785-1869) and Isaac Wellington 

(1788-1880), who would give their name to the area. They were the 8th and 10th children of 
Benjamin Wellington of Lexington (1743-1812), wheelwright;  their mother was Martha Ball 
(1744-1830).5  The brothers had married sisters, Lusanna or Susanna Jacobs (1801-1881) and 
Mary Wilder Jacobs (1803-1878) and they apparently initially occupied the old house “where 
they brought up their families, of five and three children respectively, from a common 
purse.” 6   See Appendix A Wellington Family for a summary genealogy. The brothers 
described themselves as farmers, and their farm in the 1830s and 40s was “a large milk 
producer,’ delivering to hotels.  It appears that in the 1830s the brothers built a second house 
on the property, believed to have been at what would become the intersection of the east-
west path of Riverside Avenue and the north-south path of Middlesex Street. The house 
seems to have been an ample double house and attached ell or barn. Evidence suggests that 

 
4 MCSRD 227:520 (1819).   
5 William Richard Cutter, Ed., Genealogical and Personal Memoirs Relating to the Families of Boston and Eastern 
Massachusetts (Lewis Historical Publishing Company, 1908) pp. 1786-1787: this published genealogy recounts the career 
and activities of Benjamin Wellington as a participant in the Battle of Lexington and Concord and a soldier in the 
Revolution. Consideration was $4,500 and the purchasers, immediately gave a mortgage of $1,600 . Terms included 
principal of $900 due in one year and the remaining $700 the following year; interest may have been specified but parts 
of the document are not legible.  A reference confirming the discharge of the debt in 1829 was included with the principal 
deed. 
6 Abner Barker, “History of Wellington,” Medford Historical Register Vol. 30 (1927), pp. 69-77. 
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the older house was occupied by Isaac and the newer house by James. In 1840, Isaac’s 
household included 14 individuals, all nine males employed in agriculture; James smaller 
household of five included only one employed in agriculture. Their estates were valued at 
$6000 for Isaac, $7000 for James. A third house was added by 1855, at 10 Bradbury Avenue 
(MDF.68), which was occupied by Isaac’s children. By 1860, the brothers were called 
gentlemen, with real estate holdings valued at $18,000 each and $4000 and $4500 in personal 
estate.  As will be seen below, they had shifted their efforts away from agriculture, with an 
80-acre farm valued at only $2200 that year, one of the town’s smallest; they produced $200 
in orchard products and 60 tons of hay.7 

On the right, Isaac Wellington (Ancestry.com) 
On the left, James Wellington (Barbara Kerr, Medford in the Victorian Era (2004). 

 
In 1855, much of the land owned by James and Isaac was subdivided to create a new 

place they called Wellington.  Wellington appears to have been the largest of a number of 
subdivisions planned in Medford in the middle of the 19th century.  The parcel, 160 acres 
according to Brooks and Usher, was located west of the main line of the Boston and Maine 
Railroad (1845) and south of the Medford Branch Railroad that left the main trunk to run west 
into Medford Square (1847).  An irregular line traced the southwest bound, the hypotenuse 
of the generally triangular subdivision.  The Wellingtons retained a significant portion of the 
property in the southwest corner as large parcels, surrounding their houses on Bradbury and 
at the corner of Middlesex and Fifth (demolished). Over this land they laid a very regular grid 
of streets running nearly parallel to the two railroad beds.  Most of the streets ran east-west, 
with Craddock Avenue at the north, First through Ninth streets to the south.  Craddock curved 
to the south and continued along the Boston and Maine.  One of these streets, Fourth, was 
angled to meet the end of Ship Street, now called Riverside.  There was one long north-south 
street, then called Apsley (now Middlesex), that formed a spine for the area.  Other north-
south streets to the west are successively shorter moving west, including Bradbury, Winthrop, 
and Wayne.  This street plan created long blocks that were usually 240 feet deep, with lots  
  

 
7 Abner Barker, “History of Wellington,” Medford Historical Register Vol. 30 (1927), pp. 69-77, including quotations. 
Ancestry.com: US Census 1820, 1840, 1860; Agriculture 1860. 
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“Plan of Wellington in the towns of Medford and Malden,” MCSRD 6:3, cropped to join and rotated to place 
north up.  This plan also shows the buildings already in the area, including the Blanchard House and barn and 
the Wellington House on Bradbury (shown here with dotted lines at the west edge of the property); the other 
Wellington House at the corner of Fifth and Apsley (later Riverside and Middlesex); and the Wellington depot.   
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oriented to face the east-west streets rather than the north-south ones.  Exceptions were in 
the northwest corner where the lots were smaller and near Fourth where the angle created 
more variety.  The plan included 403 lots, whose size varied across the plan beyond the 
variation in the street plan and the parcel bounds.  Most of the lots below First and east of 
Winthrop measured 80 by 120 feet.  To the north and west, lots along First and Craddock were 
60 feet across instead.  Research has uncovered an 1860 deed that suggests restrictions were 
used to set the tone for the neighborhood, including the following: 
 

…no building should be placed upon said lots any nearer the streets on said plan laid down, 
than 20 feet, that no nuisance to dwelling houses shall be erected, continued or carried on 
upon any of said lots – that all and every of the dwelling houses erected on any of said lots 
shall be of the value and cost of $1,000, and upon the lots selected and fronting on 5th, 6th, 
and 7th streets on Apsley Avenue [later Middlesex], and on that part of 4th Street between 
Craddock and Bradbury avenues all and every of the dwelling houses shall be of the cost 
and value of $2,500; all said conditions to be in full force for 30 years…8 

 
The other owner of significant property in this area was Charles Hall, one of the sons 

of Andrew and a grandson of Benjamin Hall, well-known figures in early Medford.  Charles 
Jones Hall (1790-1861) was usually described as a farmer and held significant real ($10,000) 
and personal ($15,000) property according to the census.  He did not marry and lived with his 
youngest sister Eunice Brown Hall (1804-1892), apparently on Riverside Avenue.  Their 
household regularly included adults with differing surnames, some identified as domestic 
servants.  It appears that the estate sold much of this land, which by 1875 was owned by the 
Bay State Brick Manufacturing Company.9  One section was subdivided, at about the same 
time as Wellington Farms. The early streets included Fairmont (now known as St James), 
Pleasant (now Greenwood and Riverside), and Jackson (now McDonald). Like Wellington 
Farm, this area would not develop quickly, and would eventually be crossed by the Fellsway 
in the 1890s. 

Detail of “Plan of a part of Hall Farm adjoining the Wellington Farm, 1855; MCSRD 717:136.  There is no north arrow here, 
but the image should be rotated about 180 degrees to the left, as shown on the orienting map on the right. 
 

 
8 MCSRD 843:329-331 (1860). 
9 Ancestry.com: MA Census 1855; MA Death Records; MA Town Birth records; US Census 1850, 1860; Davison family tree. 
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According to Brooks and Usher, in their discussion of residential real estate 
development in the city during the middle decades of the 19th century, “sales of lots [in 
Wellington] commenced, as early as 1854; but the enterprise did not flourish…” But in 1874, 
they continued, “a new road was built, which shortened the distance from Boston, and 
brought these lands within three miles of that city.  Since then, many buildings have been 
erected there; and with its natural advantages, and proximity to Boston, its future is full of 
promise.”10  This “new road” was evidently the extension of Middlesex Avenue to a new 
bridge across the Mystic River [now Wellington Bridge]. Another account suggests that the 
presence of the Boston and Maine main trunk, a depot on Craddock Avenue between 5th and 
6th streets, and the Medford Branch Railroad were both an impetus and hindrance to the 
subdivision’s development.  During the 1890s a lawsuit brought by the Wellingtons against 
the B&M Railroad described how improvements to the railroad would affect the area, making 
“the village less desirable as a place of residence…because of increased noise or smoke, or 
because the tracks or the cars…might be unsightly or displeasing…”and some of this concern 
may echo earlier complaints.11 

Left: Detail of Beers Atlas of 1875 showing the easternmost part of Medford and the modest development of 
the first 20 years at Wellington.  The extension of Middlesex Avenue to the bridge at the south is indicated 
by dotted lines.  Right: Plate from Walker Atlas of 1889 showing buildings constructed after the bridge was in 
place, unfortunately not labelled by owners but many probably owned by members of the Wellington family. 

 
10 Charles Brooks, James M. Usher, History of the Town of Medford, Middlesex County, Massachusetts, From its First 
Settlement in 1630 to 1855; Revised, Enlarged, and Brought Down to 1885 by James M. Usher (Rand, Avery & Company, 
The Franklin Press, 1886) pp. 70-71. Barker concurs, noting that the bridge was built by James W. Parry for $26,351. 
11 William M. McKinney, Ed., The American and English Railroad Cases, A Collection of all the Railroad Cases in the Courts 
of Last Resort in America and England, Vol. LVIL (Edward Thompson Co., 1894) pp. 568-572.  The case was dismissed on 
the grounds that “none of these circumstances would properly be elements of the damages to be awarded to lots no 
portion of which was taken, because they were general, affecting the whole village, and not special and peculiar to the 
lands of the practitioners.” 
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It may also be that the deaths of James and Isaac Wellington, in 1869 and 1880 
respectively, and the generational transition at that time, were another impetus for more 
aggressive marketing and sales in the subdivision. The majority of James’ farm, valued at 
$25,000, was divided between his three children, Angelina Crosby, Adriana Kidder, and James 
E. Wellington.  Isaac placed his property, then valued at $35,000, in trust under his nephew 
James E., whom he trusted to “in his best judgement and discretion to make the property …. 
most largely beneficial…” for his children and grandchildren. It appears from these bequests 
that the majority of the Wellington Farms land was still held in common, by the brothers and 
apparently at least for a time by their heirs.12 It is not entirely clear how these heirs and 
trustees handled their property, and a full reconstruction is beyond the scope of this project.  
But it appears that it was James’ son James E., known as Everett (1827-1918), and Isaac’s 
grandson Arthur W. Wellington (b. ca. 1869) who would launch and undertake the intensive 
development here.  Family members also exchanged smaller parcels, often with buildings.  It 
seems likely that some of these exchanges sought to simplify the joint ownership of the land.  
Deed research and the Medford Atlas of 1898 and the Middlesex Atlas of 1900 all indicate 
that individual Wellington heirs were beginning to take over some of the undeveloped 
subdivision.13  
 

Another critical event for the Wellington Farms was the construction of the Fellsway, 
part of the system of parks and parkways planned by the Olmsted firm for the Boston 
metropolitan area in the 1890s.  The larger system was designed to provide access from the 
dense city of Boston to scenic open spaces, here linking the Mystic River Reservation and 
Parkway and the Revere Beach Parkway via the Fellsway to the recently established 2200-acre 
Middlesex Fells Reservation, which was composed of parcels from Medford, Winchester, 
Malden, Melrose, and Stoneham.  The Fellsway section that crossed Wellington began in 
Somerville, crossed the Mystic River at the Wellington Bridge, and curved to the west and 
north across the Hall and the Wellington subdivisions before splitting into the Fellsway East 
and West.  The wide boulevard would accommodate horse-drawn vehicles and automobiles 
and included a plan for electric street cars at the center of the roadways, which was 
constructed here in 1907 and 1908.  It is likely that area property owners anticipated the effect 
of the road and the streetcar on their holdings, contributing to the changes that would be 
made to the cadastral plan at the turn of the century, described below.  The Fellsway cut off 
the west ends of both subdivisions, sections that developed in different ways, separate from 
the area that is the subject of this essay.  The north-south route, the Fellsway, would later 
become part of Massachusetts Route 28, at the south end of the neighborhood, the east-west 
parkways, the Mystic Valley Parkway and the Revere Beach Parkway, today known as Route 
16.  The bridge and the intersection of the east-west and north-south sections would be 
reconstructed and redesigned over and over again to serve the expanding auto traffic.14 

 
As the neighborhood’s population gradually grew, its institutional infrastructure 

expanded, but like the construction of dwellings, slowly at first. The first school had been 
located on Salem Street near the Malden line in 1851, according to Abner H. Barker, but had 
been moved to Middlesex Avenue in 1883, where it stood on a large parcel that ran from  

 
12 Middlesex County Registry of Probate, James #11501, Isaac #12869. James Wellington had also provided an annuity for 
his widow, as well as his house, outbuildings, and the acre immediately surrounding them.  Isaac also directed that his 
widow be provided with funds to satisfy her needs and desires.  His children included sons Isaac B and Oliver L and 
daughters Francine and Mary Ann Glover; his son Luther was by then deceased. No documents in these dockets describe 
the division of the farm.  See Appendix A Wellington Family. 
13 The Walker atlas of 1889 does not indicate property owners.  
14 V. Adams, S. Berg, E. Maass, T. Orwig, PAL with Betsy Friedberg, NR Director, MHC, Fells Connector Parkways, 
Metropolitan Park System of Greater Boston, Mar. 2003 (MFD.Y). 
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Atlas of Medford 1898.  This plate shows the addition of the Fells Parkway, now known as the Fellsway, in the 
1890s, cutting across the Wellington and Hall farm subdivisions, and the development of an industrial 
complex in the northwest corner of this image. 
 
Fourth to Third.  Also in the 1880s, a church was organized in the area, later known as Bethany 
Methodist Episcopal Church, with a small chapel at 35 Fourth Street (1885-1889, MDF.1726).  
A small station served the Boston & Maine Railroad at the east end of Fifth Street.  The marshy 
areas to the south of Wellington Farms along the Mystic River and to the east of the railroad 
line along the Malden River remained open and divided into many lots of two to four acres 
and occasionally significantly larger. Much of this remained in the hand of members of the 
Wellington family. To the west, large clay pits served brick production of the Bay State Brick 
Company. To the northwest was the closest industrial complex, the New England-Anderson 
Brick Works was added on the Fellsway beginning in 1886, the Glenwood Dye Works next 
door on Amaranth in 1892, and the pipe yard and headquarters for the Metropolitan Water 
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Works, also on Amaranth, in 1901.15  At the close of the 19th century, Wellington Farms 
remained an isolated residential node at the east side of Medford, with most of its dwellings 
along the east-west path of Riverside Avenue and Fifth street and on the blocks just to the 
north and south. 
 
 The houses constructed here in the late 1870s, 1880s, and 1890s took familiar forms, 
common to the period, the region, and to Medford at large. They reflected the cultural and 
technological shifts in the 19th century, and the new forms and plans constructed here catered 
to the emerging middle class and embraced the aesthetic we often call Victorian. The adoption 
of lighter framing techniques and improvements in the fabrication and marketing of lumber 
and finish allowed more compound building volumes and more various and elaborate surfaces 
and trim.  Some houses retained clear rectilinear volumes, but as the taste for the picturesque 
came to dominate, these houses might be complicated by the addition of projections of 
various sorts to achieve their vigorous silhouettes – towers, bay windows, and cupolas of the 
Italianate, more projecting bays, oriels, and dormers of the Queen Anne. Middle class houses 
commonly included a formal parlor and an everyday sitting room, while some houses chose a 
dedicated dining room; kitchens continued to be located toward the rear. These houses 
resemble one another because they were constructed from similar or identical plans, 
popularized by local builders and influenced by the increasingly available newspapers, 
magazines, and books that included architectural descriptions and images and domestic 
planning advice.16 

Wellington House (image undated, likely early 20th century), 10 Bradbury, Medford Public Library. 
 

Some plans and types proved quite durable and remained popular over time.  Center-
hall houses provided builders and owners with an effective large plan and it remained popular 
throughout the 19th century, forming the core of houses built in every one of the styles that 
achieved popularity, however briefly. These houses were able to adapt through the 
application of different wall covers, trims, and the addition of distinctive decorative features 

 
15 Glenwood Industrial Area in progress, John Clemson and Zachary Violette. 
16 The author has developed this regional housing typology over the course of her career, and it has evolved over that 
time.  Variations of it, regularly updated and adapted to varying circumstances, have been employed in her teaching and 
in preservation research for comprehensive inventory and National Register district projects, most recently for the 
Winchester Survey Plan (2017).   
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in later and more ambitious examples. An early example here is the Wellington House at 10 
Bradbury (ca. 1853, MDF.10), executed in the Italianate style. A larger version is the Martha 
L and Horace Poland House at 193 Middlesex Avenue (ca. 1874, MDF.1737), with a third floor 
under a mansard roof.  The center hall can sometimes be difficult to discern behind these 
massing elements, which became especially prevalent, but close examination in Queen Anne 
buildings will reveal this core.  The Henry and Harriot Cornell House at 202 Middlesex Avenue 
(1890-1893, MDF.1738, 1739) includes a center tower which houses the entry, accessing the 
interior from its side elevation tucked under a porch.  The house also includes an ample rear 
ell and a rare surviving carriage house.  One group of houses constructed at this time were 
strikingly similar, two stories in height, gable-roofed center-hall forms decorated with Stick 
and Queen Anne ornament.  Their wall covers are commonly divided by stickwork and they 
are further ornamented with verge boards, brackets, and other decorative elements. The 
Wellington Tenant-Bustin House at 52 Seventh Street (1889-1898, MDF.1748) includes a 
cross gable over its front porch, while the Wellington-Tenant - Harrigan House at 46 Sixth 
Street (1875-1889, MDF.1751) includes a gabled wall dormer over its entry, which is shielded 
by a narrow porch with a center gable.  A more unusual arrangement is found in the Rolfe-
Gleason House at 562 Riverside (1863-1875, MDF.82), where there is a similar façade dormer, 
but the entry was originally partially obscured within an engaged porch, accessing the interior 
through the left side of the central bay; a newer canted porch was subsequently added. . 

Right: Rolfe-Gleason House, 562 Riverside, before later addition, Ancestry.com. 
 

For all the convenience of the center-hall plan, the most popular house type of the 
19th-century was the end house, which became popular in the 1830s and remained so into 
the early 20th century.  This type is most easily recognized by its reorientation, so that by 
turning the building ninety degrees, the roof ridge shifted from parallel to perpendicular to 
the front wall, and the facade became the tall gable end. The narrow three-bay façade of 
these houses, with a side entry, reflected another alteration to the model house form with 
the adoption of the side-hall plan, with a narrow footprint appropriate to small lots in denser 
villages.  Most examples were simple blocks with the common addition of a lower rear ell 
housing the kitchen.  The side hall might extend through the main block or occupy just the 
front pile, and in the former case, two rooms would open off that hall, while in the latter, two 
rooms would occupy the rear tier.  The end house form is most associated with the Greek 
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Revival style, but it was just as common to find Italianate end houses.  An example here of the 
latter, the Thompson-Sinclair House at 33 Third Street (ca. 1875, MDF.1752), demonstrates 
one of Medford’s most common type and style combinations, here with a square projecting 
bay at the right rear.  As planning and construction modes shifted toward more complex 
massing, the basic box was modified through the addition of bay windows, dormers, 
projecting bays, and porches, especially in Queen Anne examples.  The Rose L and Harry H 
Woolson House at 42 Fifth Street (1894-1898, MDF.1725) includes a full front porch and a 
canted bay window with the high facetted roof above, as well as a projecting bay at the right 
rear. The William H and Perla C Lyon House at 29 Second Street (1889-1993, MDF.1745) 
includes projecting bays and a corner tower to one side, the latter with small dormers in its 
roof. The Harvey A and Jenny Hopkins House at 187 Middlesex Street (1894-1898, 
MDF.1736) is expanded by gabled projecting bays on each side and above the front porch as 
well as a polygonal corner tower, all features that may reflect the owner’s profession, 
carpenter. Other end houses can be seen in the Fifth-Riverside Area and the Wellington-
Walker Subdivision (MDF.BI, BK). 
 

Left, end houses at the south side of Fifth Riverside, Right, cross-gable or bent house at 235 Middlesex Avenue. 
 

Other small and moderate sized houses employed more complex and asymmetrical 
shapes in house types that enjoyed popularity in the mid- and late 19th century.  Two of these 
employed a T-shape composed of perpendicular gabled volumes.  The cross-gable house 
included entry directly into one of the three primary rooms, while the bent house added a 
center hall, with two rooms in the end-gabled section and the entry and a third room in the 
side-gabled section.  The Mary A Brown House at 235 Middlesex Avenue (1889-1897, 
MDF.1742) is likely one of these, with its glazed and polygonal entry positioned in the 
reentrant angle of its two crossing volumes; it retains bay windows and brackets of the Queen 
Anne. The parlor-by-pass house also included cross-gabled massing, pulling the front door 
back away from the street into a projecting bay, sometimes leading into an entry but 
sometimes directly into one of the public rooms.  Although this house type has only recently 
come to the attention of students of New England architecture, a significant number have 
been identified in Medford. The James E Wellington House at 174 Middlesex Avenue (1855-
1870, MDF.1734) is an Italianate example with a deeply overhanging roof and a wrap-around 
porch. The Quigley-Prescott House at 32 Second Street (ca. 1898, MDF.1746) is an unusual  
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variation, under a high gambrel roof with a porch cut out to shield the entry and covered in a 
uniform skin of shingles; its gambrel end is treated with an unusual arched feature.17 
 

Another important housing trend of the 19th century was the increased popularity of 
the duplex or semi-detached house, constructed in exceptional proportions in Wellington.  In 
these houses two living units are usually arranged side-by-side within a single building.  In 
many examples the entries are paired at the center of the facade, but examples were designed 
with separated entries as well, providing more separation between units. Another two-unit 
type, the back-to-back duplex, arranges the pair of living units so that the entries are located 
along the opposite lateral walls rather than on the street facing elevation, adding further 
privacy. Larger examples, like those found here, included all the rooms deemed necessary in 
a middle-class house, arranged in plans that might be three rooms deep, and sometimes 
employing the massing complexity and elaborate ornament of the period.  An early example 
is the Davis-Fillebrown Tenant House at 30-32 Fifth Street (1862-1872, MDF.1723), a back-
to-back of two stories under a mansard roof with rich Italianate ornament.  The Wellington-
Champlin Tenant Duplex at 18-20 Sixth Street (1875-189, MDF.1749) is a back-to-back 
decoratively related to the Stick/Queen Anne houses noted above, with its entries along each 
side elevation sheltered by a porch with a shed-roofed wall dormer above. Another 
Stick/Queen Anne duplex, the Wellington-Barker Duplex at 29-31 Sixth Street (ca. 1889, 
MDF.1750) includes gabled wall dormers above the gabled entry bays, with a wrap-around 
porch.  A more purely Queen Anne duplex is the Helen M and Frank K McDonald Duplex at 
36-38 Fifth Street (ca. 1895, MDF.1724), a high hip-roofed back-to-back with hip-roofed entry 
bays and dormers, and single-story canted bays with balustrades projecting from each side of 
the facade.  Other duplexes can be seen in the Fifth-Riverside Area and the Wellington-
Walker Subdivision (MDF.BI, BK). The patterns of development of these decades resulted in 
comparatively uniform landscape with both single-family and duplex forms of similar scale 
catering to a middle-class audience. 

Duplexes in the Fifth-Riverside Area, at 17-19 Fifth on the left, and at 36-38 Fifth on the right. 
 

 
17 See Dell Upton, “Pattern Books and Professionalism, Aspects of the Transformation of Domestic Architecture in 
America,” Winterthur Portfolio, Vol. 19 (1984) pp. 144-149, Thomas C Hubka, Houses Without Names (2013), and recent 
survey work in East Medford and Medford Square South. 
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Sanborn Fire Insurance Atlas, 1910, plate 20, showing the high proportion of duplexes. 

 
But that all changed in the early decades of the twentieth century, in Medford and in 

other inner ring suburbs. The City’s population grew by more that 50% in three of the four 
decades between 1900 and 1930, expanding from 18,244 to 59,714. As in many areas of 
Medford, this explosive population boom brought rapid growth to Wellington Farms, 
accompanied by the construction of large numbers of dwellings in formerly open spaces. 
Beginning in the 1890s and continuing into the 1920s, portions of the landscape in Wellington 
were reorganized and the type and scale of buildings constructed there changed, as the long 
under-developed area was recast with smaller lots and eventually with a dense streetscape 
of two-family and moderate-sized single-family houses. A number of factors influenced how 
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this would unfold in Wellington:  As with the construction of the bridge in the 1870s, it is likely 
that the addition of the parkways had an impact, amplified by the addition of the electric 
streetcar.  Another factor was the generational transition in the Wellington family, and the 
sale by them of large swaths of the subdivision.  Some owners had already reconfigured the 
ample lots by re-dividing one or more into more parcels with narrower frontages. That 
continued at a larger scale, by entire block faces and blocks, in the north and south sections 
of the subdivision, resulting in a landscape that resembles other sections of Medford and inner 
ring suburbs. In most instances, the new owner retained the street pattern, but reduced the 
size of the lots in each block by making them narrower along the street.  Some blocks were 
shortened by the Fellsway, and at the north end of the area, a new street was added between 
First and Craddock.  This meant that the northern-most blocks were narrower than the lower 
ones, closer to 80 rather than 120 feet. The housing built there was more consistently narrow 
and deep and featured new single-family house types and far more frequent use of houses 
with stacked flats.  In some sections of this neighborhood, many two families were built as 
infill within earlier subdivisions or along streets that were becoming increasingly dense.  But 
in some sections of the Wellington neighborhood, undeveloped lots in the earlier subdivisions 
were developed wholesale with rows of these houses.  Also providing a contrast to some other 
sections of Wellington and some other Medford neighborhoods, the streetscapes here 
included large numbers of buildings that were originally identical in their overall form if not in 
their details of finish, creating distinctive streetscapes in many instances.   
 

What seems to have been the first and largest major sale by the Wellingtons took 
place in 1893 to Frederick O. Woodruff (1856-1927), a well-known real estate developer who 
lived in Lexington.  In the 1890s, in his role as trustee for Isaac Wellington’s estate, Everett 
sold large portions of the area to his cousin Arthur, including land east of Bradbury and 
extending to the railroad on the north and east, and Arthur in turn sold shares and then land.  
Woodruff first worked in publishing, but in 1891, he sold out of his firm and established large 
trusts in New York and Boston and specialized in “modern business structures.”18  Woodruff’s 
later partner for this land was James Taylor Wetherald (1858-1927), an advertising agent. He 
began his career in Toronto and came to Boston in 1884, establishing his own firm in 1900; 
Wetherald was also a manufacturing chemist.19  The two also did business as the Wellington 
real Estate Trust selling land in the north and the south part of the subdivision. The change to 
the cadastral plan with the addition of Woodruff Street between Craddock and First Street 
created a number of smaller shallower lots so that all of the lots above Second, and some 
facing onto Second on the south side of the street, were now 60 rather than 80 feet across 
their street-side dimension and 80 rather than 120 feet deep, much smaller than elsewhere 
in the subdivision.  A decade later, they subdivided land east of the Wellington houses and 
Bradbury Street into 24 lots, laying out what would become Wellington Road between 
Riverside and the Fellsway.  Of particular interest was Woodruff and Wetherald’s building of 
the Wellington Block at 216-222 Middlesex Street (1893-1898, MDF.1741), a three-story 
frame building that combined retail on the ground floor and apartments in the stories above.  
This appears to be the first instance in Wellington Farms of each of these new types of places, 
purpose-built stores and flats.20   
The first large sale was to Frederick O Woodruff in 1896, a sale which included nearly every lot on this plot 
plan of three years earlier. MCSRD 89-45. Note north is to the right. 

 
18 Boston Globe, 15 November 1927, “Funeral Tomorrow…” 
19 Boston Globe, 26 June 1927, James T Wetherald Dies…,” and 28 June 1927, “Funeral Services…” 
20 Another early investor in this north section was Alice E. Hewins, (b. 1866) who lived most of her life with her parents 
and siblings on High Street in Dedham and was employed as a clerk, in 1910 for a conveyancer and in 1920 for a lawyer. 
Ancestry: MA Birth Records, US Census 1910, 1920, 1940.  There were two by this name of similar age, it seems likely that 
this is the investor; the other Alice seems to have been ten years older and born and resident in Foxborough. 
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The first large sale was to Frederick O Woodruff in 1896, a sale which included nearly every lot on this plot 
plan of three years earlier. MCSRD 89-45. Note north is to the right. 
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 Two of the section of Wellington Farms developed by the Walkers: Left: a section at the west part of the subdivision 
(north is to the right, MCRD plan 3687B, 1911) and another area in the southwest section of the subdivision near the 
Wellington houses (MCSRD Plan 213:27, 1913). 

 
In the 1910s and 20s, other investors were interested in securing acreage in 

Wellington for residential development.  Especially important were the Walker brothers, John 
A. Jr. (1868-1929) and Frank A. (1873-1954), real estate brokers and developers who 
commanded a significant amount of land in Medford at the turn of the century. Frank’s 
obituary noted that he was “…a leading contractor here, whose firm, J.A. and F.A. Walker, 
developed several large residential areas in Medford…”21  In 1911, John Walker purchased a 
section of the subdivision between Bradbury and the Fellsway and reorganized the lots there, 
dividing each 80-foot lot into two 40-foot lots; some lots were also reoriented to the east-
west streets (Wellington-Walker Subdivision MDF.BJ). Two years later the bothers bought 
land that had been retained by the Wellingtons near the residences they constructed on 
Middlesex Street.  Here, between the new Wellington Road and Middlesex Street, they laid 
out 20 lots measuring 42 by 105 feet. Rather than making still deeper lots, they added an alley 
between the lots, an unusual feature in Medford. Like Woodruff and Wetherald, the Walkers 
also developed a commercial block in the neighborhood, the Walker Block, a Tudor taxpayer 
at 575-581 Riverside (1914, MDF.1744). John lived on the Fellsway before removing to 
Somerville, Frank bought and lived in the former Wellington House at 10  

 
21 Boston Daily Globe, Aug. 3, 1954, p. 18, obituary.  
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The Walker Block, 575-581 Riverside Avenue. 
 
Bradbury (MDF.68).  The acceleration of this type of development can be seen in another 
large transfer of land northwestern section of the area.  Father and son Gustavus Adolphus 
(b. 1854) and Herbert Spafford (b. 1883) Judd operated a hay and straw business and later a 
lumber business; Herbert reported the lumber business as located on the Fellsway, at the 
corner of Sergant (?), and later in Saugus. . The plot plan of 1925 showed 74 lots of 50 feet 
across the street-side and about 80 feet deep.  In each of these new subdivision plans, the 
developers constructed new types of single-family house in individual examples, but more 
commonly added multiple examples of the two-family, by far the most common house type 
of this era, as well as a small number of triple-deckers.  Builders and contractors can now be 
identified in building permits, and many are recent Canadian immigrants living in Medford or 
nearby towns.  While some continued to build two or three at a time, continuing Sam Bass 
Warner’s “weave of small patterns,” others built far larger numbers of identical buildings, a 
new pattern for Medford.22  See Wellington-Judd Wellington-Walker Subdivisions (MDF.BJ, 
BK). 

The land the Judds developed in the 1920s (MCSRD 316:21 1925). 
They may have already sold some of the lots, which were numbered to 88. 

 
22 Ancestry.com:  MA Birth Records; US Census 1900, 1910, 1920, 1930, 1940; WW I and WW I Registration Cards. 
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The turn of the 19th to the 20th century marked a change in housing patterns, many 

reflecting national trends, but others more attuned to the particular shifts in Wellington, 
where rising population brought higher densities and shifting employment and housing 
opportunities.  Across the nation, many had tired of the over-wrought and cluttered houses 
of earlier decades and sought to simplify their domestic environment, and householders and 
designers sought to temper the tastes of the end of the 19th century through the simplification 
of wall covers, massing, silhouettes, and plans. Simpler houses prevailed at every scale, as did 
simpler ornament deriving from the Craftsman movement or employing order-driven trim 
long popular in Classical and Renaissance revivals.  Smaller housing might employ the same 
suite of three primary rooms, but central heat made truly open plans more feasible, and as a 
result, wider cased openings between rooms, increasingly without doors, allowed spaces to 
flow together.  Perhaps ironically, these simplifying patterns were joined by a rising interest 
in revivals of all kinds that offered fussier alternatives: all sorts of American colonials were 
called out as well as designs originating in traditional European forms, often from Britain but 
from the Continent as well. 

A variety of single-family houses along the north side of Second Street, including a bungalow and a foursquare. 
 

Two new single-family house-types were associated with the movement to simplify 
and rationalize the home and housekeeping:  the small house we know as the bungalow and 
the somewhat larger, two-story house known as the foursquare. The bungalow was limited 
to a single story or single story with a low dormer-lit attic story, its facade dominated by the 
broad porch usually formed as an extension of the roof line.  Many employed a low version of 
the foursquare plan, but others adopted a new option known as the Progressive-era plan.  
These plans are deep and linear, with two rows of rooms front to back, often including a 
parlor, dining room, and kitchen to one side and bedrooms and bath on the opposite side.  
Although comparatively rare in Medford, examples can be found in the Fifth-Riverside Area 
and in the Wellington-Judd and the Wellington-Walker Subdivisions (MDF.BI, BJ, BK). But in 
this neighborhood, it was the foursquare and related forms that dominated. The foursquare 
house employed a variation on the side-passage plan, a four-room configuration that usually 
eliminated the rear ell and included within the simple main block a large stair/entry area, a 
living room, dining room, and kitchen, the first three often open to one another through wide 
cased openings.  Most commonly, these houses were square in shape under a hip or pyramidal 
roof, and the volume was often expanded through the use of a dormer to light the attic.  One 
well-preserved example is the Minnie Maud Macauley House at 170 Middlesex Avenue (ca. 
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1912, MDF.1733) with a broad hip-roofed dormer, a boxed oriel as the stair, and a wide front 
porch.  But the exceptional development and survival is the group of 18 in the Wellington-
Walker Subdivision (MDF.BK), especially the long row of them on the south side of Second 
Street, which share the same features. Two other four squares were executed with stucco 
walls and Prairie overtones, the surveyed example is the Wadsworth-Albano House at 75 
Fourth Street (1916-1918, MDF.1727) and a matching example next door at 73 Fourth.   Other 
roof choices can be found that employ this plan, but because of the broad use of the name 
for the hip-roof examples, houses with gable or gambrel roofs, in a side or a front orientation, 
are distinguished by their roof and might be called side-entry houses. The E Roy and Eliza 
Smith House at 105 Fourth Street (ca. 1922, MDF.1730) is one example of this, with a clipped 
end gable and ornamental windows; others can be found nearby in the Wellington-Walker 
and the Wellington Judd Subdivisions (MDF.BJ, BK).  

Above, Foursquare houses along the south side of Second Street between Bradbury and the Fellsway, looking 
west. Below, Triple-deckers along the east side of the Fellsway, between Third and Fourth streets. 

 
Another trend of the turn-of-the-century was the addition of multi-family housing in 

the form of apartments or flats rather than side-by-side units. Most of these were two-family 
houses, buildings of two stories enclosing two flats, one above the other.  Two-families make 
up a significant portion of the housing in the inner ring suburbs of Boston, though scholarship 
and discussion often focuses on the numerically smaller but more regionally-distinctive triple-
decker.  Both types in Medford share a number of basic characteristics, including their deep, 
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narrow footprint, the common use of porches front and rear, and their plan of two tiers of 
rooms arranged three or more deep from front to rear.  Five-room Progressive-era plans were 
most common, including a parlor, a dining room, a kitchen, two bedrooms, and a bath.  
Eclectic approaches to ornament often combine features of the Craftsman, Classical, and 
Colonial Revival modes. Medford includes handfuls of triple-deckers, some of them landmarks 
for drivers along the Fellsway tin he Wellington-Walker Subdivision (MDF.BK) and also found 
in smaller numbers in the Fifth-Riverside Area (MDF.BI). 

 
It is the two-family house that is character-defining in Medford landscapes of this 

period, and significant numbers can be found in two sections of Wellington Farms.  In the 
north section of the large subdivision, the six blocks located between the Fellsway on the west 
and Bradbury Avenue on the east, north of Riverside, are dominated by this type, as are 
sections of blocks to the east of Bradbury and to the west of Middlesex, on either side of Harris 
Playground and above Fourth. The well-preserved Shevlin-Daniels Two-family at 123-125 
Fourth Street (ca. 1910, MDDF.1731) is a richly ornament Classical example, hip-roofed with 
a hip-roofed dormer, multiple polygonal bays, modillions at the cornices, and Tuscan porches.  
The Ruth M Flynn Two-family at 35-37 Second Street (1910-1926, MDF.1747) illustrates a 
decorative treatment common in Medford and echoing the taste for the Colonial Revival.  The 
core of the building is a typical gable-roofed two-family, with its end gable treated with a pent  

Above,  four-square and two-families on Wellington Road, below two-families along Second Street. 
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roof in imitation of the combination of gambrel roof and shed dormers common to that taste.  
Two-families dominate the landscapes in the Wellington-Judd and Wellington-Walker 
Subdivisions (MDF.BJ, BK).  The second cluster of two families is located at the south end of 
the neighborhood between the Fellsway and Middlesex, formerly the large lots of the 
Wellington houses.  Three north-south pathways were added to divide the triangular area 
between these large streets:  the curving Bradbury to the west, Wellington Avenue in the 
center, both running from Riverside to the Fellsway, and a U-shaped alley east of Wellington 
that turns to meet Middlesex at each end.  The Martha Jane Vittum Two-family at 181-181A 
Middlesex Avenue (1913, MDF. 1735) is another well-preserved hip-roofed Classical example, 
while the William A and Margaret Collern Two-family at 22-24 Wellington Road (ca. 1916, 
MDF.1753), is another example of a pent-gambrel house, with a solid parapet and battered 
square columns on its porches.   

Middlesex Development Co Block, Block,201-211 Middlesex Avenue 
 

Commercial development in the neighborhood accelerated in the 1920s.  Another 
taxpayer block was built at the former site of the Osgood School across the street from the 
Wellington Block.  The Middlesex Development Company Block employed Classical ornament 
at 207-211 Middlesex Avenue (1926-1928, MDF.1740).  Middlesex became more of a retail 
zone with the construction of another store next to the Wellington at #214, while the first 
floor of an end house at #199 was converted to a store.  Also at about this time, the Wellington 
House at the southwest corner of Riverside and Middlesex was converted to serve the 
Methodist Church and later a fraternal organization (Fifth-Riverside Area, MDF.BI). To the 
east on Riverside the house at the corner of Bradbury also included an office. As is often the 
case in dense neighborhoods like this, small stores were added on corner lots, usually on the 
larger and busier north-south roads.  A cinder block store was built at the corner of Bradbury 
and Fourth in 1924; later a brick two-family was added to that lot (83-85 Fourth, 1922, 1930, 
MDF.1728, 1729). Also on Bradbury, a purpose-built store was added at the northeast corner 
of Second, while the triple-decker at the corner of Third (#79) had a store in the basement. A 
store building was located at the corner of Fellsway and Fourth with a large square footprint 
was recorded in 1936 and 1950 Sanborn plates, but it was significantly reduced or replaced 
with the building there today (133 Fourth), according to the assessor in 1960.  See Wellington-
Walker Subdivision (MDF.BK. 
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The Goggi Confectionery shop and brick two-family. 83-85 Fourth Street. 
 

With the burgeoning population came new schools and churches to serve them.  A 
new Osgood School was built in 1911 just west of Bradbury Street on a lot that ran between 
Fourth and Third streets.  The building was designed by Charles B. Dunham, with Densmore & 
LeClear, engineers, in the Classical Revival style popular for schools at that time. With only 
four classrooms, it is not surprising that the school was doubled in size five years later; that 
work was by Dunham, architect, with Richard D. Kimball, engineers. In 1927, Desmond and 
Lord provided a design for yet another expansion, this time adding an auditorium in the rear 
and flanking classroom wings, creating a central courtyard.23  Nearby, a small campus of 
familiar building types was developed for St James Roman Catholic Church on the triangular 
lot at the corner of Fourth and the Fellsway, and its expansion also tracked the population 
boom of the City and the neighborhood. Roman Catholics in Wellington had worshipped at 
the Immaculate Conception Parish in Malden, with meetings later taking place at the 
Wellington Improvement Society’s clubhouse and at a fire station. In 1919 a new parish was 
established to serve the Wellington and Glenwood neighborhoods, under the Rev. John J 
O’Donnell.  Land was acquired here and an existing building, a Knights of Columbus ‘hospital 
hut,’ was moved from Parker Hill in Roxbury and adapted to this purpose. In 1926, ground was 
broken on a brick church, described as ‘Old English’ in style, and on Christmas day in 1927 the 
building was dedicated; the architect of the church was Edward T.T. Graham. Soon after in 
1932, the former Church was remodeled to serve as a school.  In 1937, another school building 
was added to the campus and in 1951 a bigger school replaced the former hall/school.  The 
date of the Rectory, south of the Church and just outside this area, is not known but it was in 
place by 1936.24  See the Wellington-Walker Subdivision (MDF.BK). Although Wellington 
Farms was adjacent to the parkways and reservations, no public or private parks were located 
within until 1920 when the city’s Park Commissioners took over an entire block of land. Most 
of that block was still held by the Wellington real Estate Trust. But two parcels had been sold 
to other individuals.  Located between Second and Third streets, and between Bradbury and 
Middlesex avenue, that block became Harris Park.25  

 
23 Public Safety Records, Massachusetts Archives # 3456, 8138, 33616. Abner Baker, “History of Wellington,” Medford 
Historic Register, v 30 (1927), Tufts University Perseus. 
24 Bostoncatholic.org: Archdiocese of Boston Suppressed and Merged Parishes (rev. 1/27/2017); Lord, Harrington, and 
Sexton, History of the Archdiocese of Boston (3v., 1944), ii. 509, 513-515, iii 212, 282-283, 699.  “History of St James 
Church,” Medford Historical Register, Vol. 30 (1927), 86-87.  Public Safety Records, Massachusetts Archives, 16594, 
33163, 39562, 60009, 74749.  
25 Thanks to Mark Rumley for providing deed MCSRD 4391: 350 (1920); see also plan 287:25. 
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Top left: First St James Church, reuse of ‘Hospital hut,’ 1921, Public Safety Records, Massachusetts Archives # 19594. Top right: 
St James Church of 1926/27. Center: Original configuration of the Osgood School, Medford Public Library.  Bottom: Sanborn Fire 
Insurance Atlas, detail of plate 65, 1936/50, showing the full development of the area and the character of dwellings there. 
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In spite of this steady growth, there were sections of the subdivision that remained 
undeveloped as late as the 1950s. There and in the adjacent marshy areas, industrial uses 
became more common.  At the north end of the subdivision, the east-west section of 
Craddock and Woodruff Street were not yet open and there were no dwellings, just a ”Transf 
Yard,” which suggests waste management. North of the subdivision, the land along the 
Malden River and the municipal boundary was also undeveloped.  The large industrial 
concerns in the industrial area to the north and west of the Fellsway continued to grow, with 
the Glenwood Dye Works still in operation at the west side of the complex and the Simpson 
Brothers Corporation manufacturing artificial stone at the east; the Metropolitan Waterworks 
remained to the west of Amaranth Street.  In 1936 New England Bedding Company occupied 
the west and the Worcester Paper Box Company the east side of the complex, and by 1958 
the box company owned the entire complex (excluding the Metropolitan Water Works.26  
Across the Fellsway were the greenhouses of a wholesale florist.  On the pond was the Judds’ 
planing mill, and east of the Fellsway and just above the Wellington-Judd Subdivision (MDF.BJ) 
was the Massachusetts Cement Block Company, likely providing material for building 
foundations and auto garages.  

 

 
Sanborn Fire Insurance Atlas, 1936, detail of Plate 64  

showing industrial and residential development along the Fellsway. 

 
26 Glenwood Industrial Area form in preparation by John Clemson and Zachary Violette. 
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At the south end of the area, Eighth and Ninth streets were not open and few lots 
included houses.  South of the subdivision and the Revere Beach Parkway, the banks of the 
Mystic River remained marsh and wetland for many years.  A second cluster of industry was 
located to the southeast of the subdivision by the 1930s, between the railroad line and the 
Malden River.  A wood box company, Wm H. Champlin & Co., was located opposite the end 
of Fourth and Fifth streets, while David Feinberg’s scrap metal yard was located opposite Fifth 
and Sixth.  Among the more noxious uses, Mechling Brothers Chemical Company, later 
General Chemical division of Allied Chemical and Dye Corporation, was located opposite Sixth 
and Seventh.  To the south at the intersection of the Fellsway and the Mystic Valley and Revere 
Beach Parkways, known as Wellington Circle, some of the open land was occupied by auto 
sales lots and a garage.  Additional structures would be added there by 1950, including a filling 
station and appliance warehouses.  New entertainment and auto related uses found their way 
to the area at mid-century. The garage was converted to a bowling alley and the Medford 
Bowl, for midget auto racing, was located east of the railroad.  That site was later developed 
by the region’s first twin-screen drive-in movie theatre.27 Wellington Circle was expanded and 
was the site of a Howard Johnson’s restaurant and other restaurants clustered nearby. In the 
1950s a shopping center was built at the northwest quadrant of the intersection, where a Stop 
and Shop supermarket opened in 1957, the same year passenger service on the railroad ended 
and about the time the streetcar stopped running along the Fellsway. 

Left, Sanborn Fire Insurance Atlas, 1936/1950, detail of Plate 68 showing industrial and residential development along the railroad 
line. Right top, Howard Johnson, ca. 1937? (Medford Wicked Local), and bottom, Stop and Shop ca. 1957 
(plkeasantfamilyshopping.bloogspot.com). 

 
27 John Clemson, “The Medford Bowl and the Medford Twin Drive-in Theatre,” 2014. 
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Google Satellite View of Wellington Farms at the center of the image, and the new development and 
roadways at its perimeter. 
 

A significant portion of this southern area was also identified as the Wellington dump, 
and it was the presence of that open space south of the Revere Beach Parkway that led to the 
next significant phase of development in and around Wellington Farms.  The Orange Line was 
next ended along the railroad right-of-way and Wellington Station opened in 1975.  This 
development likely contributed to the shift in land use patterns at the turn of the 21st century 
when open space and more industrial uses were replaced first with commercial and 
professional office buildings and more recently with mixed residential and commercial/office 
spaces. The 1980s was a major period of growth for the area, with the development of several 
large residential condominium buildings and professional office buildings, especially in the 
area of Eighth and Ninth streets, and the addition of more stores and shopping centers at the 
north end of the subdivision and across the railroad-right-of-way. There was almost no 
construction in the former industrial areas in the 1990s, but development picked up again in 
the early 2000s. The past twenty years have added mixed-use developments, in the Station 
Landing area near the Wellington MBTA station and between the railroad and the Malden 
River along a new roadway called Rivers Edge, bringing more apartment blocks as well as 
restaurants, health clubs, and shopping centers to the neighborhood. 

 
In spite of all this activity at its edges, the core of Wellington Farms has remained 

fairly stable in recent decades.  The neighborhood saw a small amount of residential infill, 
often in the garrison colonial form, in both side entry and center entry single-family houses 
and duplexes, as in other Medford neighborhoods.  More significant was the demolition of 
several neighborhood landmarks, including the second Wellington House, at the corner of 
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Riverside and Middlesex, and the Blanchard House on Bradbury, long identified as an 
important historic site within the town and claimed as among the Commonwealth’s oldest.  
The neighborhood was touched by the crisis and retrenchment of the Roman Catholic Church 
in the Boston area when St James Parish was suppressed in 2004 and church, school, and 
other buildings were demolished shortly thereafter.  Next to go was the Osgood School, and 
all of the land formerly occupied by these neighborhood institutions was redeveloped with 
ambitious ‘townhouse’ duplexes.  

Left, recent townhouses along the north side of Fourth Street. Right, two family houses on the north side of Second Street. 
 

The buildings of Wellington Farms have been subject to the typical changes that 
characterize efforts of property owners in Medford to improve and update their homes.  
These changes commonly effect the especially vulnerable small or full porches that enrich 
these buildings: they are commonly enclosed, front and rear, have their posts and balusters 
changed, or are removed altogether.  These buildings are also regularly remodeled through 
the application of synthetic siding, the replacement of original sash with vinyl, and the 
removal of other elements of vulnerable trim, including cornice treatments and door and 
window casings.  And yet many of these alterations are reversible, and many other examples 
have been well preserved or sensitively remodeled.  This neighborhood includes many legible 
examples of key historic building types, aggregated in a distinct and distinctive historic 
landscape, and has been recommended for listing in the National Register of Historic Places.  

163 Middlesex Avenue, left in 2010 (Larson), right in 2014 (assessor). 
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Appendix A 
 
Wellington Family 
Children and Grandchildren of Isaac and James, developers of Wellington Farms 
 
James Wellington (1785-1869) and Lusanna Jacobs Wellington (1801-1881) 
Her name is also sometimes rendered as Luella, Lusanna, Lucina, Lucy, or Susanna 
James and his family lived at the Blanchard house and later at the corner of Riverside and Middlesex. 
 
 James E W (1822-26) 
 
 Angelina Wellington (1824-1896)   children:  Linda M, Carrie May, Darius H,  
 mar. Darius Crosby (1821-1903)       James W, Isaac W, Cora H 
 lived on Middlesex  
 
 James Everett Wellington (1827-1918)  children:  Emma W (1856-1865) 
 mar. Frances Jane Kilbourne (1829-1908)    Maude K W (b. 1858) 

lived on Middlesex       Everetta K W (b.1872) 
 

 
 Adrianna Wellington (1829-1911)   children:  Samuel K; H/osmer W K  
 mar. James Hosmer Kidder (1828-1895)    May Wellington K (1857-1922) 
 moved to Brooklyn, Wellington Kidder & Co    mar. Edwin H Baker (1853-1925) 

importers of wine       
 
 
Isaac Wellington (1788-1880) and Mary Wilder Jacobs Wellington (1803-1878) 
Isaac and his family lived at the Blanchard house and later on Bradbury. 
 
 Oliver Locke Wellington (1825-1909)  children:  Frank, Harry, Ellen, Harriet 
 married Ellen Louisa Symmes (1828-1872)  

moved to Winchester 
 
 Isaac Baldwin Wellington (1828-1895)  children:  Ella, Lillie, George 
 mar. Eunice Frances Blanchard (1828-1876)  

to Brooklyn then returned to Medford 
 
 Francena Wellington (1830-1912)   unmarried  no known children 
 
 Mary A Wellington (1832-1903)   children:  Anna, Mary, Luther, Adrianna, 
 mar. Martin C Glover (1824-1864)      and Francena Wellington Glover,   

lived on Bradbury       mar. Joseph Merriam Gleason  
(1845-1913) lived on Riverside 

 
 Luther Brooks Wellington (1837-1874)  children:  Arthur Wright W (1869-) m. Evelyn 

mar. Susan K Blanchard (1840-1882)    Louis Baldwin W (1870-) m. Louise 
to Brooklyn widow returned to Medford      

 
 
Sources:  Ancestry Family Trees Brock, Gideon, temp Wellington Arthur; MA Census 1855, 1865; MA Vital Records; 
US Census Records 1850, 1860, 1870, 1880, 1900, 1910.  Find-a-grave.  Research on 3rd generation has been 
limited. 
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Many members of the family are identified in this image of the family ca. 1889 [1895?], Ancestry.com. 
 
Standing or sitting on the porch (l to r): Aunt Carrie Crosby, Everett Wellington, Aunt [Angelina?] Crosby, Mary Baker [?], Darius 
Crosby, Walter Lauler [?].   
 
Standing or sitting in front of the porch (l-r): woman, man, and baby in stroller, writing cut off; Fanny Wellington, child cut off, 
Beth, cousin Everetta, baby in stroller cut off, Grandma Glover [Mary A W?]. 
  


